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Drifting Distributions

• What is concept drift?


• What is distributional semantics?


• How can distributional semantics be used?


• How can it not be used?



Concept Drift

• Aspects of a concept (Wang et al. 2011):


• the intension 

• the extension 

• the label



Intension

• Frege's sense: the sense provides a function that takes 
you to the extension of the concept and a perspective on 
the denoted concept



Extension

• The set of things that are defined by the intension in the 
world (what is being denoted)



Labels

• The words that are used to refer to something



Meaning

Evening StarMorning Star



Concept Drift

• Concept drift for scholars (following Fokkens et al. 2016):


• typically, changes in intension (perspective), where the 
core meaning stays the same (Kuukanen, 2008)


• changes in extension can be relevant for specific 
concepts (e.g. EU) or in extreme cases



Distributional Semantics

The meaning of a word is determined by its usage 
(Wittgenstein)  

=> words used in a similar context will have 
similar meaning (Harris 1954; Firth 1957)



Distributional Semantics

• A bottle of tesguïno is on the table.  

• Everybody likes tesguïno. 

• Tesguïno makes you drunk. 

• We make tesguïno out of corn.  
 
                                                     (Jurafsky and Martin, 2015)



Vector Semantics

• Distributional semantics approaches generally 
represent words as vectors



Co-occurrence vectors

Jurafsky and Matrin (2015)



Jurafsky and Matrin (2015)
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Beyond counting co-
occurrence

• Relatedness vs similarity: 

• text/paragraph or sentence as context => 
words related to the same topic 

• small window of close terms as context => less 
general relatedness, more similarity 

• Relevance: 

• frequent co-occurrence with the or wicket



Jurafsky and Matrin (2015)



Jurafsky and Matrin (2015)



Distributional Semantics for 
concept drift

• Distributional semantics can provide insight into 
the relation between label and intension 

• Used for detecting change in meaning (sense 
shift) 

• Can this also be used for detecting concept 
drift?



2 open questions

• How to go beyond sense shift? 

• What is the reliability of the method?



Concept systems

• Betti and Van den Berg (2014): concepts should 
not be examined in isolation 

• Geeraerts (p.c.): change in the concept itself is 
best examined by investigating related concepts



Reliability

• How reliable or indicative are measures of 
change? 

• How reliable are distributional models?



Word Embeddings

• Used for detecting diachronic change. Common 
approach: changes in n-nearest neighbors  
 



word2vec

• Hellrich & Hahn (2016): n-nearest neighbors 
change when running word2vec on the same 
corpus



Count vs Predict

• Baroni et al (2014): Predictive models work 
better than count models 

• Levy et al (2015): if you use same 
hyperparameters: count is better for similarity, 
predict for analogy 

How does this hold up to the (in)stability of 
word2vec?



Models tested
• Optimal settings from Levy et al. for models: 

• PPMI 

• SVD 

• word2vec: 

• 3 random initiations 

• svd initiation 

• look at examples in different order (beginning to end & 
end to beginning)



Experimental Setup
• Wikipedia dump Jan 2017:  

• 1.8 Billion words, randomized 

• Subset (by taking head and tail) of 
0.12M, 5M, 15M, 50M, 100M, 200M, 300M, 400M, 
500M, 750M words 

• Standard evaluation sets: 

• Similarity/relatedness pairs 

• Analogy evaluation



Similarity evaluation





Use case:

• Can distributional semantics provide insight into 
the ways in which racism changed in the 20th 
century? (Sommerauer 2017)



Theory

• Sociology, social psychology and anthropology: 
 
Classical open racism had declined towards the 
end of the 20th century and replaced by a more 
subtle form of discrimination 
 
a cultural, ethnical explanation rather than 
biological



Method
• Concepts to study: 

• Core concepts: race, ethnicity, culture  
(racial, ethnic, cultural) 

• Subconcepts: language, nationality, religion  
(linguistic, national, religious) 

• Instances: blacks, whites, foreigners, 
immigrants, Jews, Arabs, Turks



Related concepts
• How do these relate to:  

• difference, conflict, superiority 

• history/historic, genetics/genetic 

• relation, relationship, marriage 

• value, belief, attitude



Corpora

Corpus Composition Corpus size

COHA genre-balanced 22.5 M - 27.9 M words 
Average: 24.5 M words

Google N-grams ALL
Google books of all 
genres, not evenly 

balanced

11.6 B - 82.5 B words

Average: 29 B words

Google N-gram Fiction Google books fiction 925 M - 11.3 B words 

Average: 3.0 B words



Nearest Neighbor 
Comparison

• How do the nearest neighbors of a concept 
change from one decade to another? 

• How does the overlap in nearest neighbors 
change between two related concepts?  

• within a decade? 

• between decade 1 and decade 2



Changes in relations

• How closely are various concepts related? 

• How does this change over time?



Reliability check

• Compare different measurements 

• Compare effect on target words to effects on 
control words



Changes in frequency

• Sommerauer (2017), p. 66



Changing relations



N-gram results

• Sommerauer (2017), p. 71



Conclusions
• Relations between concepts partially changed as 

expected 

• Nearest neighbor show clear confirmation of racial 
shifting to a concept mainly associated with 
discrimination 

• ethnic and religious move from only `racial’ to 
`racial&cultural’ 

• political moved from `racial’



Instances & control word

• Sommerauer (2017), p. 83



Relational variations based 
on alternative models



Nearest Neighbors 
depending on various models



Conclusions (revised)
• Control words show that changes in relations between 

core concepts did not yield reliable insights in this study 

• Fluctuation in results depending on the model that was 
used shows that care must be taken when interpreting 
relational results 

• One insights seem to hold across variation: 

• racism moved from something seen as similar to 
`ethnic’ and `cultural’ to something mainly associated 
with discrimination



Using distributional 
semantics for concept drift?

• Possible, but: 

• translating the concept under investigation to measurable 
tokens is non-trivial 

• careful for artifacts of (small) data 

• use a solid methodological setup: 

• control terms 

• alternative measures for testing hypotheses 

• alternative models for representing data
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